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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Leading women across the nation
celebrate the feminine nature through stories of collaboration, creativity, intuition, nurturing,
strength, trailblazing, and wisdom in Women Will Save the World. Inspired by a quote from the Dalai
Lama, bestselling author and Absolute Love Publishing Founder Caroline A. Shearer brings these
inherent feminine qualities to the forefront, inviting a discussion of the impact women have on
humanity and initiating the question: Will Women Save the World? At the Vancouver Peace Summit
in September 2009, the Dalai Lama announced, The world will be saved by the Western woman.
Shearer was struck by the profound implications of this statement and immediately felt drawn to
explore the subject. Shearer joins essays from modern-day Olympians, Billboard-topping
musicians, visionary media professionals, artists, authors, and more with profiles of historical
women, such as Mother Teresa, Harriet Tubman, and the founder of Junior League, who each saved
the world in their own ways. Women Will Save the World Features Dozens of essays from leading
women across the nation Profiles of historical women who saved the world through the...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is wonderful. It really is writter in easy words and never difficult to understand. I am quickly can get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Carley Huels-- Carley Huels

Completely essential read publication. It is really basic but excitement in the fi y percent of the book. You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Lexie Paucek PhD-- Lexie Paucek PhD
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